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What Do the Wise See? 

Epiphany Sunday, 1/9/22 

One of my favorite poems, and one of the first I can remember trying to memorize is 

T.S. Eliot’s “Journey of the Magi.” (Such was my misspent youth.) I tend to go back to 

it this time of year, for obvious reasons, and whenever this gospel passage is read. The 

first lines of that poem it are among its sharpest, and particularly fitting to hear as we 

celebrate the magi’s journey this year amidst this winter’s first snow and deep chill: 

‘A cold coming we had of it, / Just the worst time of year / For a journey, 

and such a long journey: / The ways deep, the weather sharp, / The very 

dead of winter.’ 

It goes on in that vein, getting no less bleak. The voice is that of one of the magi, though 

we never learn which one. It doesn’t matter; all made the same journey, and all made it 

for much the same reason: to see the savior, and find the salvation, that God had 

promised, to remember what it looked like, what it felt like, and then journey home, 

trying to imagine the changes that babe would make to the world he didn’t even realize 

he’d woken up in.  

The lines I just read to you, opening Eliot’s poem, are not originally his. They were 

written by Lancelot Andrewes – yes, momma named her boy “Lancelot,” though it is 

not clear whether it was she or her husband who liked to push the pram a lot – a figure 

whom Eliot almost single-handedly rescued from modern obscurity. Lancelot Andrews 

was one of the most prominent and beloved churchmen of the late Tudor and early 

Stuart monarchies. He was Dean of Westminster in the last days of Queen Elizabeth, 

and after that bishop of (successively) Chichester, Ely, and Winchester, and for eight 

years Dean of the Chapel Royal, under James VI and I. In that role he preached to the 

king often, but it appears that he didn’t annoy him overmuch, get fired, or get himself 

killed – which is saying something; James Stuart was a notorious hothead, and I think 

the only English monarch to have had both his mother and his eldest son beheaded for 
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treason against the crown he, at times uneasy, wore. James’s highest praise for churchmen 

in England was that they preached for far less time than their counterparts in Scotland, 

if still in chapels and cathedrals that were no less drafty. Bishop Andrewes, living in the 

world as it is, became a model of one who speaks truth to power, but carefully, and in 

such a way that power flows to him without his having to dissemble much to get it, 

even if he had to (metaphorically) now and then stab as occasion served. Not for nothing 

did Francis Walsingham, Old Queen Bess’s whisperer and master of shadows, find it in 

his interest to be one of Andrewes’ first and principal benefactors. He knew, as they say, 

a good or at least a useful thing when he saw it. 

In addition to being adept at church business and court politics, this early modern rock 

star was one of the most learned biblical scholars of his time. He oversaw the translation 

of the Authorized Version of the Bible, released in 1611 and ever after known by its 

dedicatee, King James. Kurt Vonnegut, no less, in his late novel Timequake held 

Andrewes to be as “the greatest writer of the English language,” if for nothing else than 

the opening lines he gave to Psalm 23: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He 

maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he leadeath me beside still waters; he restoreth 

my soul.”  

Better, as they say, than the original. We can hear right away how those lines resonate 

with the ones of his that Eliot used to begin his poem. They bring us right to the heart 

of those pastures, right beside those waters, helping us feel them as living and breathing 

exemplars of the Lord’s providence and peace. By contrast, “A cold coming we had of 

it” takes us to right to a journey through the polar opposite of green pastures, amid a 

dearth of still waters, one made “the very dead of winter.” Yet this journey, like the 

psalmist’s pastoral, was also meant to restore the soul; one who would know the pastures 

and millponds of spring must also endure the ice and north winds of winter, and their 

corresponding seasons in the soul.  

Andrewes preached these words in 1622 as part of a Christmas sermon to the king and 

royal court. Eliot read them some 300 years later and was instantly taken by their power. 
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Both he and the bishop wanted to put their hearers into the minds of the magi who left 

Persia, at great expense and risk, to seek a savior known to them only from ancient 

scriptures and in the rising of a star. They wanted us to feel how hard it was to do that, 

how risky, how foolish, even, but also how necessary, and yet disappointing and unclear, 

in its meaning. They wanted us to feel how the journeys life makes us take, and the risks 

to which it leads us, can be like that for us all, peasant, priest, or king. They wanted us 

to see not only what the wise saw, but also to see how the wise see. 

Of course, all of this assumes, rather than proves, that these men were wise. Can anyone 

who sets forth to cross a desert in order to follow a star could be considered wise. Brave, 

one does not doubt; nor steadfast – and trustworthy, if only to one another. They leave, 

by night, heading west, and without so much as a map or a GPS device to guide them. 

They get there. None betrays the others, not even with all that gold they were carrying, 

and none is so incompetent that the others have to make a hard choice on the road. To 

our knowledge, none turned around and went home, though I would note that nowhere 

in the gospel does it suggest that there are only three of them. They brought three gifts, 

or, at least, their gifts came in three kinds – gold, frankincense, and myrrh. The gospel 

doesn’t say how many of the wise brought each gift, or whether they all brought a little 

of them all.  

That they men, one does not doubt. As cartoons on the matter have it, wise women 

would have brought a mother and father who had just had a baby in a barn something 

along the lines of fresh linens, diapers, and casseroles, or other food for the journey. If 

one wished to give ready money, surely lower denominations would’ve been the way 

to go – silver coins, or even coppers, so the Holy Family wouldn’t have to whip out 

flashy Persian gold, expecting change, when next they want to buy some bread and 

cheese or get their donkey a little bit more hay. No, only dudes would bring symbolic 

gifts – gifts redolent of a newborn king who would also be a priest in the order or at 

least the style of Melchizedek, and who would die all too soon – and nothing but 
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symbolic gifts, and not even offer the young family some security and company on the 

road, no-one involved here having any plans to stay in Bethlehem for long. 

Eliot had his wise man ask, at the end of his poem, “Did we come all that way for birth 

or death?” That is, did they risk their lives to see a baby be born who would grow up 

to save the world by how he taught it how to love, or one born to grow up and die for 

and because of the world’s sins? Did they visit a faraway mother, father, and child to see 

life begin anew, or to see why the old world, and their old ways, had to die? “I had seen 

birth and death,” Eliot’s wise man explains, “but had thought that they were different.”  

All of that, one is inclined to say. The gospel tells how the magi followed the star until 

it stopped over Bethlehem and led them to the manger that was a cradle. Then, it says, 

that they were filled with joy, knelt down, and paid the baby homage, giving to Mary 

their wildly expensive, symbolic, and treasured gifts. Next, they were filled with fear, 

having been warned by angels not to tell any of this to Herod, and to avoid him and his 

minions, who would soon enough put to death all the boys in Bethlehem, hoping to 

snuff out the successor to the line of David before he could so much as crawl. Would 

Herod have sent his killers in without the magi telling him of the new king’s birth? Who 

can know the mind of a paranoid ruler, but one wonders. I have no doubt that the magi 

heard the story, and that everyone walks through the valley of the shadow of death no 

matter what direction they take from Bethlehem, or even if they never leave at all. 

So what can we conclude that the wise see? Perhaps that last point most of all, and how 

to keep quiet about it, wondering, as Eliot had them wonder, whether this really was all 

folly. They had seen light rise, and heard kings lie to them. They had seen birth and 

death, and knew them for two sides of one coin. They paid in that coin their toll on the 

path of wisdom, and saw that wisdom only turns to folly when it stops asking questions, 

loses its sense of wonder, forgets how to find joy or when to go home again. They saw 

what we should all see in ourselves: what we are, what we can be, and how we can get 

from one to the other if only we follow the right star, and never let it out of our sight. 

Amen. 


